BULLIONBLOCK

FOUNDING COMMUNITY

The BULLIONBLOCK business model plan is to build its own designed blockchain ﬁnancial services
with decentralized supply of stable tokens regulated on-chain, using smart contracts to provide fast
and secure transactions tied to something real with intrinsic value gold and silver bullion.

www.BullionBlock.Ltd | www.BullionBlock.io

BULLIONBLOCK
Community Program
Over the last year, cryptocurrency strayed from its original commitments to decentralization and community
empowerment. As big ﬁnancial players like JP Morgan step into the ring, crypto is edging closer towards
centralization. That’s why we’re excited to announce BULLIONBLOCK’S Community Program — an eﬀort aimed
at sharing the platform with a diverse array of early adopters.
The Community Program is rewarding early adopters and supporters of BULLIONBLOCK by appointing them as
founders within the BULLIONBLOCK cooperative ﬁnance ecosystem. Founding members will play an active role
in our management research, helping to improve the likelihood of our platform’s success — resulting in
broad-reaching impacts for society as a whole.
The Community Program ﬁts into BULLIONBLOCK’S wider strategy of delivering the most decentralized FinTech
platform to date. By sourcing co-founders from every corner of the globe, we are bringing together diverse
insights from a plethora of experiences. Such a well-sourced array of ideas helps create actionable solutions to
complex topics that are invaluable for future decision making.
To learn most eﬀectively about the core target
audience of the BULLIONBLOCK app, we ﬁnd it
necessary to channel the wants and needs of
grounded, base-level users everywhere. However,
to engage those users and bring their valuable
user-experience data forward, involvement at the
founder-level gives each user skin-in-the-game.
When a user has something at stake, their
feedback will be more honest, and the
BullionBlock platform will grow from the correct
place as a result.

As believers in the game-changing scope of
blockchain-based ﬁnancial technologies, we have a
responsibility to create the systems that enable the
fair future of tomorrow. The BullionBlock
Community Program is the ﬁrst step in our journey
toward making that future a reality today.
We hope you’ll join us on our journey — we
certainly can’t make it without you.

In the global information economy, our actions
and outcomes individually possess network
eﬀects that far exceed the imagination. We
should,
therefore,
respect
the
latent
interconnectedness of global human economy by
embracing it through vast decentralization.
Aﬀecting the greatest possible scope of
decentralization doesn’t just mean having
thousands of miners spread around the globe or a
handful of wallets cold-staking tokens — it also
means distributing the wealth distribution of a
given system across as many wallets as possible. It
means that the top 100,000 wallets contain
meaningful amounts of wealth, not just the top
ten.
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Become a BULLIONBLOCK Founder
BULLIONBLOCK is allocating a limited amount of CMBB (Crypto Mint Bullion Block) tokens for free to early
adopters and supporters who are prepared to take on the status quo with our game-changing FinTech app.
BULLIONBLOCK wants to maximize decentralization and steward a thriving, stable, and inclusive ﬁnancial
ecosystem in a bankless future – but it needs your help. After registering with the Community Program, you’ll
receive one token that entitles you to governance rights in the BULLIONBLOCK cooperative ﬁnancial
ecosystem.
Upon successful completion of KYC, you will be issued a CMBB stablecoin token. CMBB tokens are unique
in that their stability comes from their being pegged to physical gold and silver bullion reserves under the
ownership of BULLIONBLOCK LTD. Owing to the inherently stable value of gold and silver, CMBB tokens
are remarkably crisis-proof and retain value through even the most volatile global economic conditions.
A total of 1% of CMBB tokens are being allocated to founders who join the Community Program as part of
the larger Token Distribution Event.
Each CMBB token holder has full ownership over the token in accordance with terms set in the Community
Program smart-contract. Additionally, each CMBB token entitles its owner to voting rights on the ﬁnal design
stage of the BULLIONBLOCK platform along with optional token migration into a pre-IPO stock of the
BULLIONBLOCK business entity.
Immediately after launch, CMBB tokens will debut on BULLIONBLOCK'S very own bullion-backed Crypto
Mint Decentralized Exchange (CMDEX), meaning there is no wait time or wondering about exchange listings.
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Founding Community Member Benefits
Community Program founders enjoy many beneﬁts including:
•

Voting rights on the ﬁnal design stage of the
BULLIONBLOCK FinTech ecosystem

•

Economic advantage through token
migration to pre-IPO shares

•

Feedback opportunities for BULLIONBLOCK
Wallet functionality

•

Incentives/bounties for advancing
technical improvements

•

Co-create digital ﬁnancial services platform

•

Future privileges to be speciﬁed
post-Token Distribution Event

With the BULLIONBLOCK app, you can send, receive, or exchange crypto and ﬁat
currencies however you want, whenever you want. Your BULLIONBLOCK wallet retains its
value through thick and thin because BULLIONBLOCK backs your wealth with physical
gold and silver reserves. That means your assets remain safe, stable, and valuable against
the shifting sands of global economic crises and cryptocurrency market volatility.
BULLIONBLOCK is catalyzing the next big groundswell of decentralization in cryptocurrency. Being there
from the very beginning as a Community Program participant means you'll have the rare opportunity to
directly experience and be involved in the early stages of a blockchain dApp’s growth.
As per the conditions and terms in the smart contract, the Founding Community Token Holder has full
authority to do as they please with their gifted CMBB Token(s). All Founding Community CMBB Tokens will be
issued to your nominated e-Wallet within 30 days after the Token Distribution Event has ended.

How to Sign Up for the Community Program
Signing up only takes a few moments:
1.

Visit www.crypto-mint.io

2.

Click the ‘JOIN OUR COMMUNITY ‘link

3.

Provide your email and full name per our KYC
procedures

4.

Activate membership by following
instructions in the follow-up email

5.

Follow us on Twitter and Telegram

6.

Like us on Facebook and LinkedIn

By choosing to sign up, you accept the terms and
conditions and will receive a conﬁrmation email
for the oﬃcial CMBB Founding Community
Membership.
As BULLIONBLOCK becomes one of the world’s
leading payment apps, the utility and value of the
CMBB token have immense potential — become
a founding Community Program member today
and join us on the BULLIONBLOCK journey!

www.BullionBlock.io
Register Today and Join the Founding Community!

